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Introduction 📢

There are quite a few NFT projects that have been abandoned or were never meant to have any
sort of utility in the first place. Our mission is to change that!

We create a game in which you can use all* your NFTs.

Shipy Space is a round based online game where players fight each other to climb the
leaderboard and earn Nebula Dust tokens to craft new items for the game. Nebula Dust tokens
and in-game items will be live on the Cardano blockchain.

We also plan to have some offline or idle farming features in the game, for those players who
don't have as much time to actively play but still want a slice of the play to earn rewards.

Our most important design goals are to make the game fun and to keep it fair. There will be no
pay to win aspects that influence the gameplay. But of course there will be visual perks to flex on
your enemies!

Community 💙

We want to create a strong community around the Shipy Space universe, to allow it to grow and
stay fun. If you would like to be part of this community, join our Discord and follow us on Twitter.
We love any kind of feedback and will try to listen to all of you. If you have any ideas, suggestions
or questions, just get in touch with us.

🌍 Website: https://shipy.space

🐤 Twitter: https://twitter.com/ShipySpace

🤖 Discord: https://shipy.space/discord

*NFT projects need to be whitelisted. New projects will be added by community vote.
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Roadmap ⏰
For the latest version of our roadmap, please visit our website, https://shipy.space.
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Game 👾
There are multiple ways you can play Shipy Space. The main game mode is the online mode,
where you fight against other players. The idle mode can be used to passively gain rewards,
while not actively playing.

Online
In the online game mode, you fight in real-time against other players. Armed with multiple
abilities and some luck, you fight for glory, experience as well as some Nebula Dust. The game
works as a round based 1vs1 battle game. It runs in any modern browser and just requires you
to be able to connect your wallet to the game. There will be multiple different utility,
defensive and offensive abilities. Also, there will be special actions with effects on multiple
rounds. So, a lot of strategy is involved to win a game!
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Idle
For people with less time, there will also be a feature to send your spaceship exploring the
vast emptiness of space. This way, you can earn rewards without having to play 24/7. The
rewards will be much smaller than if you play yourself, but will add up in the long run. You can
send your ship on an exploration mission for a fixed amount of time. After the mission is over,
you can collect your rewards.

Game economy and rewards
While playing Shipy Space, you will earn experience points and Nebula Dust. After gaining
enough experience, you will level up over time. With higher levels, new content can be
unlocked.

Nebula Dust can be used to create new content in the game. To keep the game fair, the
amount of Nebula Dust spent doesn’t influence the strength of a player. However, the most
exclusive and rare spaceships might require more Nebula Dust than others.

Each of your spaceships can earn a certain amount of Nebula Dust every day while fighting in
the Shipy Space Online game mode. Idle missions will also reward you with Nebula Dust.
Players that return to the game regularly will therefore be rewarded with more tokens.
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Tokenomics 🪙
The game will use its own token called Nebula Dust (ticker: NBD). It can be used to buy new
ships and other in-game items. The token is a native token on the Cardano blockchain and can
also be used and traded outside the game (for example on a DEX). There will be a finite
number of tokens available. They will be used for different things:

Allocation # of tokens Percentage

Play to earn 606.060.606 60,0%

Stake Pool Rewards 151.515.151 15,0%

Reserve 101.010.101 10,0%

Team 95.959.595 9,50%

Marketing 50.505.050 5,0%

Closed Beta 5.050.505 0,5%

The Void 💀 2 0,0%

Total: 1.010.101.010 Tokens
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Token allocation details
Play to earn: stake1u82gu2m6vvvh87yr9q7zjjn5uza8jyfg0ce7xz37rd8u5hqhzjr8w
Tokens that can be earned by playing the Shipy Space game.

Stake pool rewards: stake1u9f5eys7uyh2ypmt2td42me0pf5tdcds63dm8c6yqm3znegm53u2r
These tokens will be used as rewards for our ISPO.

Reserve: stake1uxmfgtzm49frgwnw2xp3gvp6qu97h6t8hqjl0yxjccuujnqhfc50m
To stay open for new ideas and use cases for the Nebula Dust, some tokens will be kept in the
reserve for future use.

Team: stake1uxw495uvzt6zthm74pdkdsr25zyjyh58x2ss7m39na87h9c56jceq
These tokens will be given to the team. The team is allowed to use the tokens in the game, for
play testing etc. We do not plan to sell these tokens on an exchange.

Marketing: stake1u9lzqd2fk83n6j9xqw25qcwjzy5le4flq3eu8zkpcpy400c0x0wup
Tokens that are used for various marketing activities like giveaways or collaborations with
other projects.

Closed beta: stake1uxvg99mc7njl5qg6jv48rnvs2p5ju7ahd7yly3t6v5tyxzcal4sfq
These tokens will be distributed to the Shipy Space Beta Alien holders, who participate in our
closed beta testing event.

The void💀
2 mysterious tokens that were lost in the void. Or maybe not?

Token information
Name: Nebula Dust
Ticker: NBD
Policy: 2f6df15b42f2fe88d057e379853b1bba3b1b35df4795e9a32b736f07
Time locked policy: Locked since 2022-04-03 03:22:57 UTC
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NFTs 🛸

Spaceships
To get into space, you need a spaceship. Each spaceship also requires a pilot. This can be any*
NFT you already own. The same pilot NFT can only be used once with the same spaceship. This
ensures that all final spaceship NFTs are unique. However, a pilot can be used in any number
of different spaceships, so you can use your favorite NFT as the pilot of your whole fleet if you
want!

The most basic spaceships can be created without any additional requirements. Other
spaceships require a minimum level of the player, some Nebula Dust or may only be available
at special occasions or after completing certain achievements in the game.

If none of your NFTs are whitelisted for the game, you can suggest collections that we should
add. If you are the owner of a Cardano NFT Project and interested in adding it to our game,
please contact us via Discord or Twitter.

Important: We will not touch your original NFT. It will not be transferred to us. You own your
NFTs all the time. We just check that you really own the NFT using a cryptographic signature
(via Web 3.0 plugins like Nami wallet).

*NFT projects need to be whitelisted. New projects will be added by community vote.
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Shipy Space Beta Aliens
Our own collection of NFTs is called the Shipy Space Beta Aliens. These weird little alien
creatures have been exploring space for many light-years. They are excellent pilots. That’s
why they have been granted the honor of being the first species to conquer the Shipy Space
universe.

Owners of these NFTs are able to participate in our closed beta phase. There will only be a
very limited amount of Shipy Space Beta Aliens and you should only buy one if you want to be
one of the first people who can play our game. It is not necessary to own a Shipy Space Beta
Alien to play the game after the closed beta has finished.

After the closed beta phase, we will start adding more NFT collections that can be used as
pilots for the spaceships. We will review all collections before we whitelist them. This is
needed to ensure high quality and compliance with the individual licenses of other NFT
collections. We also need to tweak certain parameters for each NFT collection, so every
spaceship NFT looks great.
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Staking & ISPO 🥩

What is an ISPO?
An initial stake pool offering is used to raise funds for developing a project. Usually, a project
selects one or many stake pools that are part of the ISPO. By delegating to those pools, you can
support the project without spending any ADA. The pool gets ADA rewards from producing
blocks and the delegators get some additional rewards in the form of project tokens.

How can I participate?
You can stake with our partner pool SOLPI (www.solpi.de) to earn some Nebula Dust. The pool
has a fixed fee of 340 ADA and a variable fee of 1%. This means that you do not have to give up
your ADA rewards! You will get your normal ADA rewards plus some Nebula Dust on top. The
ISPO starts in epoch 337 and lasts until all Nebula Dust tokens allocated to the ISPO are
distributed.

ISPO rewards
The rewards for participating in the ISPO are calculated as follows:

- For every 10 ADA delegated to the pool, you get 1 Nebula Dust token each epoch.
- 15% of the total Nebula Dust supply will be distributed in the ISPO.
- The amount of Nebula Dust per staked ADA might be reduced in the future, depending

on pool saturation.
- Rewards can be claimed on https://vm.adaseal.eu. You don’t have to withdraw them every

epoch, the rewards can be stacked for a maximum of 1 year before they expire.
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Team 👽
We are a young and motivated team from Switzerland that wants to create an exciting
experience for your NFTs. Our primary goal is for people to have fun playing our game and add
utility to as many NFT collections as possible.

eddex
Head of Blockchain

Software engineer with 9+
years of experience.

B.Sc. computer science

Motrot
Head of Cybersecurity

System engineer with 9+
years of experience.

TheJan
Head of Development

Software engineer with 9+
years of experience.

B.Sc. computer science

Core Values 💎
Above all, our goal is to create a fun game. For this reason, there are some core values we
defined:

- Complete transparency: We do not hide anything important and keep an open
communication about anything project related.

- Fair game: We want a fair game for all, no matter your budget.
- Integrity: We are aware of the impact of our actions, and we will act ethically.
- Security: We strive to protect our users and keep all assets safe.
- Quality: We only ship high-quality code to production.
- Privacy: We do not collect any unnecessary information.
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